Turing instabilities and pattern formation in a benthic nutrient-microoganism system.
In general, the distributions of nutrients and microorganisms in sediments show complex spatio-temporal patterns, which often cannot be explained asresulting exclusively from the temporal fluctuations of environmental conditions and the inhomogeneity of the studied sediment's material. We studied the dynamics of one population of microorganisms feeding on a nutrient in a simple model, taking into account that the considered bacteria can be in an active or in a dormant state. Using this model, we shoew that the formation of spatio-temporal patterns can be the consequence of the interaction between predation and transport processes. Employing the model on a two-dimensional vertical domain, we show by simulations which patterns can arise. Depending on the strength of bioirrigation, we observe stripes or "hot spots"(or "cold spots")with high (or low) microbiological activity. A detailed study regarding the effect of non-homogeneous (depth dependent) forcing by bioirrigation shows that different patterns can appear in different depths.